Blackest Night: Green Lantern Corps

Writer Peter J. Tomasi and hot artist
Patrick Gleason expand on the War of the
Light as the evil Black Lanterns descend
on all of the Corps throughout the universe
in this must-read BLACKEST NIGHT
tie-in that features key plot points that are
essential to enjoying the storyline to its
fullest. Just when things couldnt look any
darker, Green Lanterns Kyle Rayner, Guy
Gardner, John Stewart join the rest of the
GL Corps in the fight to preserve the
Central Power Battery and the planet Oa
from being consumed by the Black
Lanterns. This deadly battle threatens to
engulf not only the Corps, but the Universe
itself! Collects GREEN LANTERN
CORPS issues #39-47.

Plus, Mogo has remained a part of the Green Lantern mythos ever since, particularly in the work of Blackest Night
mastermind and now currentBlackest Night is a 20092010 American comic book crossover storyline published by DC
As the war between the Green Lantern and Sinestro Corps reaches its climax, the four Green Lanterns of EarthHal
Jordan, Guy Gardner, JohnAs the War between the different colored Lantern Corps rages on, the prophecy of the
Blackest Night descends and its up to Hal Jordan and the Green LanternIn Coast City, the heads of the seven Lantern
Corps are bewildered at what has just transpired. Saint Walker believes that the swarm of black rings are trying toThe
four men then take their lanterns and hearing the Sinestro Corps oath, recite the classic Green Lantern oath, and depart to
confront the Sinestro Corps.Issues of the Blackest Night: Green Lantern Corps Story Arc.Comics hottest writer Geoff
Johns (GREEN LANTERN: SINESTRO CORPS WAR, THE tie-in to the most anticipated comics event of the year,
BLACKEST NIGHT.Story Arc. Just when things couldnt look any darker after the death and chaos of the Sciencell riot,
Blackest Night descends on Oa! The black rings tear into the planet and the Lantern Crypt causing all the dead Corps
members to rise and wreak havoc as a new and deadlier battle Green Lantern Corps Blackest Night-39 Cover-2
GLCBN-40 Cover-1 GLCBN-40 Cover-2 Green Lantern Corps Blackest Night-41 Cover-1 Green LanternBlackest
Night Issue-2 Cover-1 Synopsis for Blackest Night, Part 2 Edit Suddenly, Green Lantern Hal Jordan crashes into the
Batsignal. with Oa, as the Green Lantern Corps is fighting for its life against the Black Lanterns on Oa.He asks if Kyle
is willing to downgrade himself to a normal Green lantern, which Kyle quickly agrees too. The Black Lantern Corps
during The Blackest Night.Kyle Rayner, Guy Gardner and John Stewart join the rest of the GL Corps in the struggle to
preserve the Central Power Battery and Oa itself from beingNotes Coming Soon Trivia Across the Universe, the dead
will rise. Writer Peter J. Tomasi and hot artist Patrick Gleason expand on the War of the Light as the evil Black
Lanterns descend on all of the Corps
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